Choose your back height.

2220-4
High Back Tilter

2220-0
Synchro-Tilter with back angle adjustment

2224-6
Medium Back Stool – armless

Weev looks good from all angles and features a height adjustable arm with width adjustment and an armcap that slides forward and backwards to adjust for petite and larger users.

Choose your mechanism.

Synchro-Tilter
Features a synchronized seat and back adjustment with 2-to-1 ratio which can be locked in 4 positions. Tilt tension control.

Weight Sensing Synchro
Features a mechanism that requires no tilt tension adjustment, and has multiple position tilt lock, back height and seat depth adjustments.

Multi-Tilter
Features a tilting mechanism with adjustable tension, separate back and seat angles, sliding seat depth adjustments and infinite tilt-lock.

Tilter
Features a tilting mechanism with adjustable tension, manual seat depth adjustment and single position tilt-lock.

Task
Features a swivel mechanism with manual seat depth adjustment. [Available with medium back only.]

Please refer to the Global List Price Book for additional models.
Cover: 2220-3 High Back Multi-tilter shown in Momentum Solace, Azul and 2221-6 Medium Back Task shown in Momentum Solace, Pewter.